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Laser-induced fluorescence of free
diamondoid molecules
Robert Richter,*a Merle I. S. Ro¨hr,b Tobias Zimmermann,a Jens Petersen,b
Christoph Heidrich,a Ramon Rahner,a Thomas Mo¨ller,a Jeremy E. Dahl,c
Robert M. K. Carlson,c Roland Mitric,b Torbjo¨rn Randera and Andrea Merlia
We observe the fluorescence of pristine diamondoids in the gas phase, excited using narrow band ultraviolet
laser light. The emission spectra show well-defined features, which can be attributed to transitions from the
excited electronic state into diﬀerent vibrational modes of the electronic ground state. We assign the normal
modes responsible for the vibrational bands, and determine the geometry of the excited states. Calculations
indicate that for large diamondoids, the spectral bands do not result from progressions of single modes, but
rather from combination bands composed of a large number of Dv = 1 transitions. The vibrational modes
determining the spectral envelope can mainly be assigned to wagging and twisting modes of the surface
atoms. We conclude that our theoretical approach accurately describes the photophysics in diamondoids
and possibly other hydrocarbons in general.
1 Introduction
Since their successful isolation and purification from petroleum in
the early 2000s,1 hydrogen-terminated nanometer-size diamonds
of various sizes and shapes (diamondoids), with a sp3 hybridized
carbon framework, have received much attention. Besides their
unique properties,2 which have been the subject of many experi-
mental and theoretical studies,2–10 diamondoids serve as building
blocks for anti-viral agents and drugs for treatment of neuro-
degenerative diseases.11 Their negative electron affinity makes
them potentially useful for electron-emitting devices.12 Beginning
with tetramantane, the higher members of the series include
several structural isomers, which make diamondoids ideal candi-
dates for studying size and symmetry effects on spectroscopic
properties. As an example, in the case of pentamantane, the six
isomers vary from the highly symmetric Td-point group with
24 symmetry elements to the C1 point group exhibiting only the
identity symmetry element. Furthermore, some higher isomers
also exhibit chirality.
In order to gain information on the geometric, electronic,
and optical properties of diamondoids, various spectroscopic
methods have been applied. X-ray absorption spectroscopy has
been employed to characterize the electronic structure of the
diamondoids, showing pronounced diﬀerences compared to
crystalline bulk diamond.13 It has been found that, in the
one-electron picture, the energies of the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbitals (LUMOs) are almost independent of the
diamondoid’s size and are determined by the hydrogen surface
atoms.13 By contrast, the energies of the diamondoids, HOMOs
exhibit clear size-dependent shifts caused by quantum confine-
ment eﬀects.14 Moreover, valence band absorption spectra show
a strong shape dependency of the optical properties.15 The
ionization potentials (IPs) of the diamondoids from adamantane
to pentamantane were determined by photoion yield spectro-
scopy, indicating a monotonic decrease with increasing cluster
size.16 Experimental and calculated Raman spectra of a large
variety of pristine diamondoids from adamantane to hepta-
mantane show that each diamondoid has a unique vibrational
structure.17 Using optical rotatory dispersion and vibrational
circular dichroism spectroscopy, the chirality of [123]tetramantane
was observed.18 A study of the structure of the adamantane cation19
provides evidence of a Jahn–Teller distortion in the cationic
electronic ground state.
Size- and shape-selected neutral diamondoids in the gas
phase are optimal model systems for theory, especially for the
study of quantum confinement eﬀects.20–25 In particular, doped
or surface-modified diamondoids2–6 as well as diamondoid
dimers or trimers are extremely attractive as nanoscale building
blocks for applications.
Another interesting feature is the photoluminescence of
diamondoids. The emission spectrum of adamantane in the
gas phase, recorded by photoexcitation with synchrotron radia-
tion, shows a broad, structureless intrinsic luminescence in the
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UV spectral region,26 the origin of which, however, could not
be clearly identified. The fluorescence spectra of crystalline
diamondoids are found to be structureless with maxima
around 295 nm, independent of their size and shape.27 In a
recent study, we presented size- and shape-dependent photo-
luminescence and excited state lifetimes for several diamondoids
in the gas phase recorded using synchrotron radiation,28 enabling
us to resolve vibrational structure for several diamondoid mole-
cules. However, due to the comparatively low fluence of the
synchrotron light, excitation at the optical gaps was not always
possible and prevented a resolution of the fine structure in some
cases. Quantum chemical calculations performed for adamantane
indicate geometrical changes of the molecular structure after
excitation. The photoluminescence of diamondoids is attributed
to vibronic transitions between vibrational manifolds of the
electronic ground and the first excited state. These initial
findings are confirmed also by calculations based on time-
dependent correlation functions performed by Banerjee et al.29
who have reported theoretical vibrationally resolved absorption,
emission and Raman spectra of diamondoids.
In the present work, we present the first laser-excited fluores-
cence spectra of higher diamondoids (from triamantane to penta-
mantane) and compare them with theoretical vibrationally
resolved emission spectra obtained by quantum chemical calcula-
tions. The excitation source was an OPO laser system with a
narrow bandwidth, providing approximately three orders of mag-
nitude higher photon flux in the energy range below 6 eV than
synchrotron radiation. This, in combination with a high-resolution
fluorescence spectrometer, enabled us to resolve the fine structure
of the fluorescence and examine it as a function of the excitation
energy and laser fluence. Moreover, calculations based on the
Franck–Condon principle yielded vibrationally resolved emission
spectra that match the experimental data to an excellent degree.
This allowed for the analysis of the vibrational structure and the
assignment of the optically active normal modes as well as for an
identification of size and symmetry effects in the spectra of
diamondoids. To our knowledge, this is the first systematical study
with an experimental and theoretical analysis of the emission
spectra of such complex molecular structures.
2 Experimental section
The perfectly size- and shape selected samples used in this
experiment originate from crude oil. Their purity (499%) was
determined by GC-MS analysis, and structures were confirmed
by single crystal X-ray diﬀraction.1 A gas cell integrated in a
vacuum chamber was used for heating the samples to tempera-
tures at which they sublimed. The cell was evacuated to an
ambient pressure of 105 mbar before heating. UV-transparent
windows allowed the interaction of the laser light with the gas
phase diamondoids. A nanosecond Nd:YAG pumped optical
parametric oscillator (Continuum Powerlite 9010, Panther EX
OPO) with a UV-doubler extension was used for the excitation.
The laser system generated ns pulses at a 10 Hz repetition rate,
with a spectral width of 0.3 meV and pulse energies up to 80 mJ
at 2.75 eV. The pulse energy drops to about 1 mJ at 6.05 eV. The
laser beam was focused in the center of the gas cell. The
fluorescence light was detected perpendicularly to the laser
propagation using a 0.3 m Czerny–Turner spectrometer (Andor
Shamrock SR-303i) with a cooled CCD camera as detector.
The fluorescence light was focused on the entrance slit by
achromatic UV lenses. For all measurements, a grating with
1200 lines per mm and a 20 mm entrance slit was used with a
resulting spectral resolution of about 3.8 meV at a center energy
of 5.5 eV.
3 Computational methods
The vibrationally resolved optical emission spectra of the
diamondoids were calculated based on the Franck–Condon
principle30,31 using the method of Santoro et al.32,33 as imple-
mented in the Gaussian 09 quantum chemical software package.34
This approach involves the calculation of harmonic vibrational
normal modes for the optimized geometries of the ground and
excited electronic states contributing to the vibronic band of
interest, followed by the computation of Franck–Condon factors
for the individual combinations of vibrational states. For this
purpose, the Duschinsky transformation between the normal
modes of the ground and excited electronic state was performed,35
and the Franck–Condon factors were obtained analytically,
utilizing a recursive procedure.36 The calculation of the emission
spectrum of [121]tetramantane, which has a dark first excited
state, was performed using the Herzberg–Teller approximation43
employing the FCClasses program of Santoro et al.32,37–39 This
involves a linear expansion of the transition dipole moment in
terms of the molecular coordinates and thus goes beyond the
standard Franck–Condon approximation of a constant transition
dipole, which would predict no emission intensity in this case.
In the present calculations, only transitions from the vibrational
ground state of the initial electronic state to the manifold of
vibrational states of the final electronic state were taken into
account. Notice, that nonadiabatic coupling effects between the
vibrational manifolds of different electronic states have not been
included. In the experiment, the laser excitation was performed at
the onset of the absorption band, thus only the lowest vibrational
states of the first excited electronic state are populated. Since these
are energetically well separated from the vibrational manifolds
of higher electronic states, nonadiabatic effects should be
insignificant. The electronic structure was described using density
functional theory (DFT) for the electronic ground state and time-
dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) for the excited states.
Due to the Rydberg character of the diamondoids’ low-lying
electronically excited states, the long-range-corrected CAM-B3LYP
functional40 combined with the 6-31++G basis set41 containing
diffuse basis functions was employed. This ensures an accurate
description of these states, as is evident from the very good
agreement between the theoretical and experimental spectra. The
calculated stick absorption and emission spectra were convolved
with a Gaussian function in order to obtain better comparability
with the experimental data.
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4 Results and discussion
We will first show the measured spectra one by one and compare
them to their calculated counterparts. After the spectra have been
analyzed individually, we will discuss how the composition of the
spectra changes with the size of the diamondoids. Finally, we will
examine which types of modes are ‘bright’ (lines with significant
oscillator strength contributing to the spectra) and provide a link
of these results to structural traits of the diamondoids.
4.1 Overview
In this work, the intrinsic luminescence of all investigated
diamondoids was recorded by exciting the samples close to
their optical gap energies. For several higher diamondoids,
absorption spectra and optical gap energies were published
by Landt et al.15 and serve as a reference for this study. Since
the highest attainable photon energy of the used laser system is
E6.05 eV, the examined samples are restricted to diamondoids
with excitation energies in this range and lower (triamantane
and its higher homologues). Since the laser provides much
higher fluence than the synchrotron radiation used in previous
work,28 the luminescence spectra could be recorded with much
higher resolution and lower excitation energies. This allows a
detailed comparison with theory and the accurate vibrational
analysis of the spectra.
Emission spectra of triamantane (C18H24, C2v-ground state
symmetry) are shown in Fig. 1 for five diﬀerent photoexcitation
energies selected near the absorption onset at 6.06 eV.15 The
strongest peak visible in each spectrum at high energies arises
from scattered laser light. The excitation peak is followed by the
fluorescence of the sample and extends about 1 eV to lower
energies. The fluorescence intensity depends on the energy of
the exciting photons and scales well with previously determined
absorption cross-sections.15 Moreover, the emission spectra
exhibit fine structure, in the form of almost equally spaced
intense bands. A linear dependence of the entire fluorescence
signal on the incident laser intensity was observed up to 0.3 mJ
pulse energy. Thus, we conclude that the appearance of intrinsic
luminescence is the result of a one-photon excitation process.
Increasing the pulse energy above 0.3 mJ leads to the saturation
of the photoluminescence signal and causes the production of
free CH and C2 radicals in the absorption cell. The free radicals
observed at higher laser intensities were identified by their
typical blue-green Swan bands in the emission spectra42 and
are well known as laser evaporation products of carbonmaterials.
Further analysis of the photo-products, however, is not the
subject of this paper. In order to prevent fragmentation, the
incident pulse energy was kept around 0.1 mJ throughout
the experiments. A comparison with absorption spectra recorded
using synchrotron radiation shows an overlap between the lowest
energy peak in the absorption spectrum and the highest energy
peak in the emission spectrum of triamantane. This implies that
the same excited electronic state is involved in absorption and
emission. In most cases, this state corresponds to the lowest
excited state, which bears 3s-Rydberg character and involves
the HOMO–LUMO molecular orbital excitation.24 The case of
[121]tetramantane, which has an optically dark first excited
electronic state, is significantly different and will be discussed
separately. The shapes of the emission spectra are determined
by the vibrational levels associated with the final state, in this
case the electronic ground state S0. The energetic position of
the emission spectra shown in Fig. 1 is almost independent of
the excitation energy. This clearly indicates that, regardless
of the excitation energy, the fluorescence arises from the same
initial quantum state, which is expected to be the ground
vibrational level of the first excited electronic state. In order to
verify this, the vibrationally resolved emission spectrum shown
in Fig. 2 was calculated for triamantane. This spectrum repro-
duces the experimental one very well. Moreover, the analysis of
the individual contributions giving rise to the overall spectral
envelope provides a deeper insight in the fine structure of the
spectra, which shows contributions of a large number of lines
with low intensity, associated to superpositions of several vibra-
tional normal modes.
The first peak (at E6.06 eV) in the calculated emission
spectra corresponds to the v0 = 0- v00 = 0 vibrational transition
between the S1 and S0 electronic states. In the case of triamantane,
this transition occurs at slightly higher energies than the photon
energy available from laser excitation. The absorption onset of
triamantane has the value of 6.06 eV (ref. 15), and the experi-
mental spectrum in Fig. 2 was recorded with an excitation
energy of 6.00 eV. The peak observed with an energy above the
laser excitation in the measured spectra results mainly from the
v0 = 0 state that was initially excited from thermally populated
vibrational states (v00 4 0) in S0. A weak fluorescence intensity
from hot bands can also be observed for triamantane as well as the
other higher diamondoids. The analysis shows that the emission
spectrum of triamantane is mainly dominated by modes in the
frequency region 1100–1400 cm1 (roughly 0.14 eV to 0.17 eV).
Fig. 1 Vibrationally resolved emission spectra of triamantane excited at five
diﬀerent photon energies. The photoluminescence exhibits sharp features,
whose spectral positions are independent of the excitation energy. Each
spectrum is accumulated over 2  200 s, corresponding to 4000 laser
pulses. The laser pulse energy (0.15mJ) and the sample temperature of 95 1C
were kept constant.
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These frequencies are associated to CH wag and CH2 twisting
modes. The frequencies closely match the results of the Raman
measurements reported by Filik et al.17 Previous calculations
for adamantane have shown that the tetrahedral symmetry
exhibited in the electronic ground state is reduced in the electro-
nically excited state.28 Similarly, for triamantane, a change in the
molecular geometry after excitation is observed, and the calcu-
lated excited state structure shows no symmetry.
The addition of an isobutyl unit to diﬀerent positions
on triamantane leads to the tetramantane (C22H28) isomers
[121]tetramantane with C2h-symmetry, [123]tetramantane with
C2-symmetry and [1(2)3]tetramantane with C3v-symmetry. Their
fluorescence spectra, recorded with the same excitation energy,
are shown in Fig. 3 and exhibit clear diﬀerences between the
isomers. Whereas [123]tetramantane and [1(2)3]tetramantane
show an intense fluorescence with clear fine structure, the
emission of the rod-shaped [121]tetramantane is characterized
by low intensity and only weak vibrational structures under the
same experimental conditions. The onset absorption energies
for [123]tetramantane and [1(2)3]tetramantane at 5.95 eV
and 5.94 eV, respectively,15 lie in the range of the available laser
system. In [121]tetramantane, the lowest transition is dipole
forbidden, therefore a higher-lying 3p-like Rydberg transition
occurs.15,24 The absorption spectrum thus shows a smooth onset
with the optical gap value of 6.10 eV.15 This excitation energy is
not available with the present laser system, nonetheless a low-
intensity emission spectrum was observed by exciting the system
with a photon energy of 6.04 eV. This is due to the fact that
states that are dipole forbidden within the Franck–Condon
approximationmay be accessed throughHerzberg–Teller43 vibronic
coupling given that the transition dipole moment changes upon
excitation.
Vibronic coupling can also be the reason for the lack of
structure in the measured luminescence spectra of [121]tetra-
mantane. Moreover, with increasing size of the diamondoid,
the temperature at which a suﬃcient vapor pressure is reached
in the cell rises, and thermal broadening eﬀects tend to wash
out the vibronic fine structure of the measured spectra. This
makes it harder to compare the experimental spectra to their
theoretical counterparts than in the case of triamantane measured
at lower temperatures. The calculated vibrationally resolved emis-
sion spectra of [1(2)3]tetramantane and [121]tetramantane are
depicted together with the corresponding experimental spectra
in Fig. 4. To account for the diﬀerent behaviour of [121]tetra-
mantane, compared to the other isomers, the spectrum of the
former has been calculated including Herzberg–Teller correc-
tions. In order to fit the measurement, the calculated spectra
were red shifted. Gaussian functions of different widths were
used to convolute the calculated stick emission spectra. The 0–0
transition between the S1 and S0 states for [1(2)3]tetramantane
at 5.98 eV is easy to assign. In the case of [121]tetramantane the
lack of structure in the experiment makes an assignment of the
spectral features difficult. The 0–0 transition is expected to be
covered by the laser peak.
The calculated spectra diﬀer mainly in the low energy region:
the CCC-bending type modes at low frequencies in the rod-shaped
tetramantane isomer are more pronounced than the similar
modes in the more compact tetramantane. Similar to triamantane,
Fig. 2 Comparison between measured (red line) and calculated (blue line
and black sticks) spectra of triamantane (upper panel). The calculated spectra
are red-shifted by 0.1 eV with respect to the experimental spectrum in order
to fit the measurement. The blue line is the convolution of the stick spectrum
with a Gaussian function (FWHM 20 meV). The lower panel shows a
magnification of one band in the stick spectrum, emphasizing the large
number of vibrational normal modes of the electronic ground state contri-
buting to the spectral envelope.
Fig. 3 Emission spectra of the tetramantane isomers excited at 6.04 eV
and with pulse energies of 0.1 mJ. An isomer-dependent fluorescence
envelope is observed.
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several modes around 0.17 eV corresponding to CH wag/CH2
twist vibrations contribute to the spectra of tetramantane.
The emission spectra of five diﬀerent pentamantane iso-
mers excited at 6.04 eV are shown in Fig. 5. The calculated
spectra fit well with the experimental data for each investigated
isomer. The highest energy peak of the fluorescence spectra of
pentamantane is located between 5.83 eV and 5.92 eV.
The emission spectra of [12(1)3]pentamantane and [1213]penta-
mantane look very similar (Fig. 5c and d). Diﬀerent modes
corresponding to combinations of CCC bend, CC stretch,
CH wag and CH2 twist vibrations govern their fluorescence
envelope. In the case of the compactly shaped [1(2,3)4]penta-
mantane (Fig. 5e), the Td ground state symmetry is reduced to
C3v after excitation. The overall agreement between calculation
and experiment is, considering the size of the systems, remark-
ably good. The remaining diﬀerences are readily explained
mainly by thermal eﬀects and the neglection of Herzberg–Teller
coupling. Studies on slightly smaller molecules have shown
that an inclusion of thermal effects results in the appearance of
tens of additional lines for each vibrational state.39 Since our
spectra – calculated at 0 K – are already composed of several
thousand lines it becomes obvious that the diamondoids in
reality have very complex spectra. Taking thermal effects and
Herzberg–Teller coupling into account would lead to an inordinate
increase in the number of lines contributing to the spectra. With
rotational constants (%B) as low as 0.2 GHz (E106 eV) the
diamondoids also have a highly complex rotational structure.
At room temperature each vibrational line has an extremely
dense rotational fine structure with yet another several thousands
of lines of non-vanishing intensity
kBT
hc B
 3 104
 
. Considering
this large number of dense lines, a quick estimation shows
that the natural line width (E106 eV) is already one of the
limiting factors prohibiting a resolution of rotational structure.
Therefore, the width of a given vibrational line depends on the
temperature.
4.2 Size eﬀects
At first glance, the luminescence spectra of all diamondoids up
to the pentamantanes look fairly similar. They all show a
distinct, rather broad fine structure with a Stokes shift of about
0.3 eV to 0.5 eV dominated by what seems to be progressions of
a few fundamental vibrational normal modes, forming bands
with an energetic spacing of about 0.17 eV. This band spacing is
almost the same for all of the diamondoids. Usually the Stokes
shift (i.e. the energetic diﬀerence between the 0–0-transition
and the band with the highest intensity) provides information
on the geometric distortion of the excited state with respect
to the ground state. When a molecule undergoes a strong
deformation upon excitation, the equilibrium positions of the
potential energy surfaces (PES) of the normal modes change.
This generally reduces the Franck–Condon Factors (FCFs) of
the 0–0 transition and increases the FCFs of overtones resulting
in an energetic shift between absorbed and re-emitted light.
Generally, the higher the overtones visible in the spectra (more
bands) the stronger the shift of the PESs. Our calculations,
however, indicate that this simple picture can not be applied
without reservation to the larger diamondoids. Calculated
spectra from ada- up to pentamantane are shown in Fig. 6.
The calculated spectra can be separated into different classes
characterized by the number of distinct ground state modes
each spectral line is composed of. Below the full spectrum (top
of each box) the individual classes are shown, beginning with
the class 0 consisting only of the 0–0 transition (v0 = 0- v00 = 0).
Class 1 is the simplest case of vibrational excitation, where each
line corresponds to one or more quanta excited in a single
normal mode (v0 = 0 - vx00 = nx, with n = 1, 2, 3,. . . and the
specific mode x). The emission lines of class 2, by contrast,
corresponds to the simultaneous excitation of two normal
modes (v0 = 0- ((vx00 = nx) + (vy00 = ny))), with xa y. Accordingly,
class 3 comprises the lines that are a combination of three
different fundamental normal modes (v0 = 0 - ((vx00 = nx) +
(vy00 = ny) + (vz00 = nz))), x a y a z, and so forth. Analysing the
emission spectra in terms of these classes shows that, in the
lower diamondoids, the different bands visible in the spectra
are the result of progressions of a few intense normal modes up
to 5 overtones (n r 6), as well as their combination bands.
Moving to the higher diamondoids this gradually changes.
Fig. 4 Emission spectra of [1(2)3]tetramantane (upper panel) and [121]-
tetramantane (lower panel). The calculated stick emission spectra were
convolved with Gaussian functions of diﬀerent FWHMs, indicated in the
legend. Calculations are redshifted by 0.15 eV for [1(2)3]tetramantane and
0.3 eV for [121]tetramantane.
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In the case of the pentamantanes, the first band is the sum
of many lines (E20), all in the energy range between 0.14 to
0.176 eV, none of which shows significant overtones (n r 1).
This means that the ‘higher’ bands observed in the spectra of
the higher diamondoids are almost exclusively combination
bands. To further elucidate this fact we investigate band 3 in
further detail. In Fig. 6, in the spectrum of adamantane, band 3
has contributions from class 1, 2, 3 and 4. In the case of
diamantane classes 1, 2 and 3 contribute. In tria- and tetra-
mantane mainly classes 2 and 3, while in pentamantane band 3
is almost solely composed of lines from class 3. Also, the other
bands in pentamantane exhibit a similar behavior. Band 1 are
the fundamental transitions (Dv D 1), band 2 are their combi-
nations in class 2 (2  DvD 1) and band 3, as described, is the
combination of 3 fundamentals (3 DvD 1), and so forth. This
also means that the average shift of the PESs is relatively small
for the higher diamondoids. The ‘higher’ bands in the spectra of
the higher diamondoids are the result of the large number of
modes, allowing for a large number of possible combinations in
the higher classes. That the ‘higher’ bands are well separated is
due to the fact that they are composed of fundamental normal
modes which stem from a rather small energetic interval.
These findings have further implications. In the smaller
diamondoids the vibrational progressions are fairly well resolved
even in the ‘higher’ bands, while the ‘higher’ bands of the larger
diamondoids are rather diﬀuse. This is readily explained by the
fact that these bands are a superposition of hundreds or even
thousands of lines with slight energetic diﬀerences, rather than
an envelope from a few normal modes with higher degrees
of excitation. In contrast to small molecules, the equi-energetic
spacing of the bands is almost independent of the actual shape
of the PES and does not indicate a harmonic behavior of the
potentials.
Another important aspect is that the ‘higher’ bands in the
larger diamondoids are comprised of an extremely large number
of lines. If, for convenience, one considers a case where all lines
in a given spectrum are 0–1 transitions in class 1 and combina-
tions of these in the ‘higher’ classes, the number of bright lines in
a class can be expressed by the binomial coefficient kc
 
where k is
the number of bright 0–1 transitions and c is the class number.
Fig. 7 shows the number of possible lines for each class as a
function of ‘bright’ fundamental transitions. The pentamantanes
exhibit between 20 and 30 optically active modes in the first
band alone. Since for the pentamantanes each spectral band of
a given number (in descending energetic order) is dominated
by the combination class of the same number, the number of
lines in the n’th band can be also estimated by kn
 
. This gives
rise to a very large number of possible vibrational lines, e.g. up
to 104–105 in the 5th band. Although most of these lines only
have a small intensity, their large number adds up to signifi-
cant intensity even at high band numbers (low energies with
respect to the 0–0 transition).
An additional factor influencing the spectral shape is that
the spectral envelope is not only dependent on individual line
intensities but also on broadening eﬀects. In spectra of small
molecules with few bright modes and no significant amount of
combination bands, the number of lines contributing to a given
band is almost independent on the band’s energetic position.
Fig. 5 Calculated (blue and green) and measured (red) emission spectra of five pentamantane isomers. Calculations are convolved with a Gaussian
function of diﬀerent FWHM: blue lines FWHM of 20 meV, green lines: (b) and (d) FWHM of 100 meV, (c) and (e) FWHM of 124 meV. Calculations are
redshifted by (a): 0.19 eV, (b): 0.22 eV, (c): 0.28 eV, (d): 0.30 eV, (e): 0.14 eV.
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Therefore, the relative intensity of these bands does not signifi-
cantly change due to line broadening. The eﬀective linewidth is a
combination of rotational population and experimental resolution
and is, in our case, on the order of the thermal energy, which
represents the largest contribution to the line broadening. In
contrast, in spectra in which each subsequent band is composed
of more lines than the preceding one, as in the case of the
pentamantanes, the ‘center of mass’ of the spectrum may shift as
the consequence of line broadening. A higher eﬀective linewidth
should in principle emphasize bands with a higher number of
lines. This means that the experimentally derived Stokes shift
in these cases is also a function of the temperature and other
broadening eﬀects. Since the temperature has only little impact on
the internuclear distances, it is apparent that the Stokes shift and
the positions of individual bands no longer have a clear relation to
a shift of the PES. As an illustration, Fig. 8 shows the calculated line
spectrum of [1(2,3)4]pentamantane. The spectrum has been con-
volved with Gaussian functions of diﬀerent width. It becomes
evident that the eﬀective linewidth has a strong influence on the
relative band intensities and the spectral shape drastically changes
with broadening. ‘Higher’ bands of pentamantane, which appear to
have negligible intensities in the line spectrum, grow substantially
when they are broadened by thermal eﬀects.
4.3 Determination of line intensities
First of all, it has to be noted that symmetry considerations play
a key role in the selection of the optically active vibronic
transitions. Diamondoids with a larger number of symmetry
elements tend to have less optically active transitions, which in
turn, are on average a bit more intense. The main objective of
the following section, however, is to point out eﬀects that are
independent of symmetry.
The 168 ground state normal modes of a pentamantane cover
a large energy range from 0.03 eV up to 0.38 eV. This raises
Fig. 6 Experimental (black) and calculated Franck–Condon emission spectra
(red) of adamantane, diamantane, triamantane (from top to bottom, left),
[1(2)3]tetramantane and [1(2,3)4]pentamantane (right) relative to the respective
0–0-transition energies. Below the full spectrum (top spectrum of each box)
the different classes (see text) composing the full spectrum are plotted.
Spectra of adamantane and diamantane are taken from ref. 28.
Fig. 7 Logarithmic plot of the number of lines in class 1 vs. number of
possible combinations in higher classes (C2, C3,. . .). These values corre-
spond to the number of possible lines in the higher’ bands of the larger
diamondoids. Due to the quantum nature of the vibrations, only integer
values are possible (dots), and the lines are guides to the eye.
Fig. 8 Calculated Franck–Condon spectrum of [1(2,3)4]pentamantane
(black, FWHM of 0.3 meV) and convoluted with different Gaussian functions
(FWHMs: green 13meV, red 25meV, blue 50meV). All spectra are normalized
to their respective 0–0 transition.
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the question, why ‘bright’ modes only cover a very narrow range
from 0.14 eV to 0.18 eV. Answering question this would explain
the observation of the relatively well-defined bands seen in the
emission spectra.
To address this issue one has to take a closer look at the FCFs
which quantify the spatial overlap of initial and final vibrational
wavefunctions of a vibronic transition. The FCFs of a polyatomic
molecule are influenced by the transformation between the
normal modes of the initial and final electronic states, which is
determined by a shift vector and the Duschinsky rotation of the
normal modes. The shift vector is a measure for the displacement
of the PES minimum upon electronic excitation, while the
Duschinsky rotation matrix describes how the normal modes of
the final electronic state are expressed as linear combinations of
the modes of the initial electronic state.37
Fig. 9 illustrates the structure of the Duschinsky rotation
matrices of [1(2,3)4]- and [1213]pentamantane together with
the respective shift vector for emission transitions. The two
pentamantane isomers have been chosen such as to represent a
highly symmetric ([1(2,3)4]pentamantane, Td symmetry) and a
nonsymmetric ([1213]pentamantane, C1 symmetry) diamondoid.
In Fig. 9, dark colour denotes a high absolute value of the
matrix element, while light colour denotes a small value. Inside
the matrices, the spectral line intensities of the involved ground
state normal modes (red lines in Fig. 9) are plotted. Although
this is a rather unusual way of presenting spectra, it immediately
reveals to what extent a given normal mode contributes to the
spectrum. As the most obvious correlation, one finds that line
intensities scale to a good approximation with the absolute
value of the shift vector. This fact is easy to understand. When
the PESs involved in the transition have no shift with respect to
each other, the 0–0-transition is most probable. Thus, for a
different line to appear in the spectrum, a certain shift of the
two involved PESs is necessary. A closer look at Fig. 9 shows that
Fig. 9 Duschinsky matrices (values squared) of [1(2,3)4]- and [1213]pentamantane (top left, top right, respectively). The gray scale in the matrix reflects
the coupling of two modes. High values (E1.0) correspond to high coupling. The modes presented are in ascending order with respect to their energy.
Inside the matrix, the intensity of transitions from the vibrational ground state of the S1 electronic state to the ground state modes is depicted (red, only
class 1 and no overtones). Panels bottom left and bottom right show the shift vectors (absolute value) of [1(2,3)4]- and [1213]pentamantane, respectively.
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not all ground state modes contributing to the spectra fulfill this
condition. In these cases, however, the mode expressed in the
spectrum shows strong mixing with another excited state mode
that exhibits a large shift vector.
In the following, it will be discussed why some types of
modes are ‘bright’, and a connection will be made from these
findings to the underlying structural traits of the diamondoids.
For this purpose, in Fig. 10, histograms of the bond lengths and
angles of [1(2,3)4]- and [1213]pentamantane in the ground and
the excited state are shown in order to visualize the structural
changes occurring upon electronic excitation.
The low frequency CCC-bending and the CC-stretching
modes generally have a small shift and very low amount of
mixing. The shift can be explained by the changing bond
lengths of the CC-bond between ground and excited state (see
Fig. 10), while the low amount of mixing can be attributed to
the fact that CCC-bending and the CC-stretching modes
generally involve the whole carbon framework (breathing-
like modes etc.). A rotation of these modes would imply a
very unlikely rotation of the whole carbon framework upon
excitation. Also, modes not involving all C-atoms are still
embedded in the relatively stiﬀ carbon structure, hence rota-
tion of the PESs is hindered. The small shift and the negligible
mixing lead to an overall small contribution of these modes to
the spectra.
The CH wag and CH2 twisting modes, by contrast, stand out,
since they generally have a large shift and show a significant
amount of mixing. The shift of these modes, however, cannot
be attributed to a change of the CH bond lengths upon
excitation. The direction of movement for these modes is
perpendicular to the direction of the bond, and the large shift
of the PES can almost entirely be attributed to a change of the
CCH angles upon excitation (see Fig. 10). Since the carbon
framework imposes very little restrictions on the wagging
plane, these modes have a high degree of freedom for rotation
and therefore show strong mixing. These factors make CH wag
and CH2 twisting modes the dominant contributors to the
emission spectra.
The CH2 scissoring modes neither shift nor mix, hence they
do not occur in the spectra. This could be attributed to a relatively
low change in the HCH angles upon excitation (see Fig. 10).
Furthermore the scissoring plane is always perpendicular to the
plane spanned by the CCC angle of the three nearest C-atoms.
Embedded in the stiﬀ carbon framework and due to their high
mass being mostly unaﬀected by the scissoring motion, the
carbon atoms impose a direction of movement on the scissoring
modes. Consequently they show little mixing.
Finally, CH stretching modes exhibit almost no shifting but
a significant amount of mixing. The direction of the stretching
movement is always in the direction of the bond. The low shift
can therefore be explained by the low diﬀerence in the CH bond
lengths between ground and excited state. The relatively strong
change of the CCH angles after excitation allows for these
modes to mix. However, mixing occurs only with other CH
stretching modes, none of which has a significant shift, hence
these modes do not contribute to the spectra.
5 Conclusion
High-resolution laser-induced fluorescence spectra of diamondoids,
ranging from triamantane to pentamantanes and exhibiting a
variety of shapes and symmetries, have been investigated and
compared to theoretically calculated vibrationally resolved
emission spectra, computed within the harmonic approximation.
These are the first laser-induced emission spectra of gas phase
diamondoids. All studied systems exhibit characteristic emission
spectra with complex fine structure. Quantum chemical calcula-
tions were performed in order to provide insight into the details
of the distribution of vibrational states and on the overall shape
of the individual spectra.
The photoluminescence can be attributed to transitions from
the electronically excited state into a rich manifold of vibrational
modes in the electronic ground state. The calculated spectra
allowed for a detailed analysis of the vibrational structure of the
spectra and the assignment of the optically active normal modes.
The calculations show that the pronounced band structure
Fig. 10 (Upper panels) distribution of bond lengths of [1(2,3)4]- and [1213]-
pentamantane in the ground (S0) and excited states (S1). (lower panels)
Distribution of bond angles of [1(2,3)4]pentamantane (left) and [1213]-
pentamantane (right) in the ground (S0) and excited state (S1).
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observed in all emission spectra is, for the most part, not the
result of vibrational progressions but mainly due to combina-
tions of a large number of fundamental (0–1) transitions.
A significant part of these transitions originate from vibra-
tional modes associated with CH wagging and CH2 twisting
modes on the diamondoid surface. This can be attributed to
a change of the equilibrium positions of the H-atoms in the
excited state, which can rather easily change positions com-
pared to the C-atoms in the stiﬀ carbon framework. These
modes can be energetically combined to form higher bands
consisting of a large number of lines. Compared to lines from
higher overtones, these combination bands have, in principle,
no upper limit for the energy diﬀerence from the 0–0 transition,
while in overtone bands, the dissociation energy of the ground
state gives a natural upper limit for an energetic shift with
respect to the 0–0 transition.
Previous studies of diamondoid fluorescence have based
their conclusions on less well resolved experimental data26,28,44
and could therefore reach only tentative conclusions. The much
increased quality of the spectra in the present work enables us
to corroborate some previous conclusions, such as the primary
dependence of spectral shape on particle symmetry, and almost
constant HOMO–LUMO gap between various sizes, whereas
some, such as the assignment of the broad emission spectral
shape to a self-trapped exciton, can be readily disproven. Thus,
the current study clearly illustrates the interdependence of a
detailed theoretical understanding of photophysical processes
in medium-sized to large molecules, and of high-quality experi-
mental data; it is clear that an intuitive interpretation of lower
quality spectra is insufficient.
Some recent studies have pointed out the necessity of taking
nuclear displacement into account when calculating spectra
of diamondoids, and have suggested a variety of methods to
do this.25,29,45 In a previous study, we have already shown
that based on the calculation of vibrationally resolved Franck–
Condon spectra in the frame of the TDDFT method, which
includes the structural displacements upon changing the
electronic state, the experimental emission spectrum of ada-
mantane can be accurately reproduced.28 Here, we have further
exploited this approach and have obtained a very good agree-
ment of the calculated vibrationally resolved spectra with their
measured high-resolution counterparts for a large class of
higher diamondoids. A thorough Franck–Condon analysis,
including Herzberg–Teller coupling if necessary, has provided
a detailed understanding of the form and composition of the
spectral features. We expect this to be the case also for other
diamondoids, diamondoid aggregates and large hydrocarbons
in general.
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